Wall Mount Guide

**MinusA2 installation**

Hardware not included. Consult a hardware store or contractor for appropriate hardware for your specific wall type. The MinusA2 unit weighs 19.4 lbs.

For wireless enabled air purifiers, please set up your wireless connection before wall-mounting your air purifier.

Let’s begin!

1. Remove the screws that secure the base stand to the unit.

2. Push the unit forward, away from the base.

3. Once the base has been removed, store with the screws for future use.

4. To ensure straight wall-mount installation, place level in notch of wall-mount bracket.

5. Place bracket on wall in desired location, approx. 6 inches below desired height of top of air purifier. Use level to assure correct placement. With hooks facing up, drive screws through holes in bracket. Number of screws depends on wall type and construction. Remove level when done.

6. Place the two included adhesive discs onto the small circles on the back of the unit.

7. Once the bracket has been properly affixed to the wall, align the bracket pockets with the hooks and slowly slide the unit down onto the bracket’s hooks.

Take care not to jostle the unit forward and lower the unit vertically onto the bracket.
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